What I want to write about is the idea of artistic research, how understanding and misunderstanding this idea has gradually affected me and shaped the work I've done over the last decadeone project in particular, performance encyclopedia, a co-creation by choreographer Ame Henderson and myself, which I'll describe immediately, and then return to about midway through this brief account.
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If you attend performance encyclopaedia as an audience member, you arrive at the venue and, likely in the centre of the room, you see a group of people actively folding, binding, and punching papers, and one or two others carrying freshly printed bundles from a photocopier over to the table, where a few dozen or more copies of the finished book are stacked. These people are the writer-performers. After a time, someone goes to a microphone and rings a bell and explains that this is performance encyclopaedia; that we are publishing a book; that the activity is reading; and that the publication will last x number of minutes (a little less than two per page), after which the books will no longer be in circulation. Then you're given a book by one of the writers. The book contains, after the colophon and an alphabetized list of topics, each topic's articles in the order in which they were written, date-stamped, initialed by author, and cross-referenced. For the duration of the publication/performance, you read what you want. At the end, again, the bell sounds and one of the writers takes your book away.
Artistic research became a faint but discernible field for me sometime in 2008. The term, and an interpretation of it (selfreflective study of the meaning-making that happens through artistic practice) came by way of a slim book with a bubblegumcoloured spine that Ame brought back from Amsterdam called Artistic research: theories, methods and practices by Mika Hannula, Juha Suoranta, and Tere Vadén.
I believed around that time that art was the record of a process, and that collective performance-making, being in the end a series of contingent resolutions, served to record-as if by the scrape marks left by a group's many hands guiding a paletteknife-a democratic political process.
And around me there were artists with similar beliefs, I thought-STO Union and (later) PME-ART, Number 11, Small Wooden Shoe-who, with the addition of their greater experience and imagination, were making performances that contained entire worlds of political possibility, bodies patiently metabolizing theory and experience and each other's presence and changing, it seemed, cell by cell, over the course of an hour or two. When I watched Tracy Wright in Revolutions in Therapy (STO Union, 2004) use fiction as part of a public, deductive process of becoming, it seemed irrefutable: performance offered a special and valuable experiential knowledge. By watching in this given time, I was learning to see such minute changes. And if I could learn to see in this way, I thought, I might attain some superior sight; maybe I could learn to read auras, to recognize the nimbus of complicity or solidarity around a stranger's body, micropolitical energetics. Wasn't that what we were all missing?
If the development of such sensitivity wasn't a matter of everyone's survival, it was at least a matter of my own carryingon. The fact that this kind of work wasn't ever very popular or thoughtfully criticized or well-attended in Toronto didn't change my opinion about it. On the contrary, these oversights were a kind of evidence. In culture writ-large, the fact that theatre died and vanished without ceremony was its chief qualification as a school for democratic sensitivity. The strange cicada-lifespan of the performances that moved me most were intrinsic to their accuracy as a register of speculative politics. It couldn't outlast us. That was the point: we had to outlast it. And learn to be hopeless. There was something brutal about it.
I observe now that this essentially tragic-heroic perspective accorded perfectly with a statement that got repeated a lot back then: that it's easier to imagine the end of the world than to imagine the end of capitalism. It was meant as a challenge. But after
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by Evan Webber a while the circles it called to mind just became a beaten track around the prison yard. Voices grew hoarse. By the time Jacob Zimmer staged a gigantic reading of Brecht's Life of Galileo in 2010, Tracy was too sick to read the title role, which would have been her last. I recall we watched a film of her, shot some days before in her garden, bowing.
There's a part of Brecht's play where the eponymous scientist is threatened with torture by the Inquisition unless he recants his confident insistence that the earth orbits around the sun (and not, as the ruling theocracy claim, the other way around). When he does, Galileo's former helpers are distraught. They would rather he had suffered for the cause of the new knowledge.
One says, "Unhappy is the land that has no heroes." "No." says Galileo. "Unhappy is the land that needs heroes."
I wanted a project that would outline the conditions of a happy land.
As I brought it together for myself then, the mixture of goals and methods called artistic research dissolved the tragic-heroic lens through which I viewed practice, and admitted the notion that art did produce value in the world. The key assertion was that art worked-or rather, art could work as more than either an adornment of capitalism or its zero-sum negation-if art-makers both recognized that process was the means by which knowledge was created, and if they undertook that process methodically
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enough to stabilize their discoveries in language and share information with each other.
Per this last caveat, artistic research meant engaging with the standards or at least the assumptions of science, assuming the risks and responsibilities of opinion and entangling oneself in the stratifications of power. To be in language. But also to be in bureaucracy. I remember thinking of Marlowe's Doctor Faustus as a kind mascot of artistic research: "Settle thy studies, Faustus, and begin/to sound the depths of what thou wilt profess." When he says these lines, the doctor is alone onstage, talking to himself. "To argue well is the end of logic." And in the end, who shows up?
Actually, Artistic research: theories, methods and practices is kind of dry. It almost reads like a policy manual, albeit one written with the same generosity that it asks for: plurality, democracy, tolerance. It seems a little technocratic and very European (what I used to think of as European). Of course, such a careful approach performance encyclopaedia (2013-) 
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bespeaks its ambitions, which are significant. An accurate and ethical integration of the knowledge produced by all the varieties of artistic practice into other frameworks of human knowledge-say, science-is a dazzling philosophical ambition. But to even consider such a goal supposes already that it's possible to listen and learn from strangers about things that matter to you, and that perhaps, what art does could inspire as much curiosity as the way it looks.
When Ame and I met in 2006 we were part of a performance directed by Jacob called Reasonable People, Reasonably Disagreeing. I was making theatre and Ame was making dance. But each of us worked with other people and made performances collaboratively. In both our cases, the things we made possessed experimental characteristics-that is, often we didn't know what we were making, but we knew what we were doing. Reasonable People was a formal debate about the contemporary utility of the printing press, an absurdity taken very seriously, with songs at the end.
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There is a difference between rehearsal and preparation. In this project, the difference hinges on reference materials.
Perhaps, what art does could inspire as much curiosity as the way it looks.
We decided to meet and talk and, later, to write together about the language that we found ourselves using habitually in our work with others. Language supplied us with leverage in our creative practices. Only words helped us to move through the highly relativistic situations of group work. And we noticed that despite our different formal traditions, a lot of the words we used were the same. We wondered why.
What understandings did we really share? Where were we deceiving ourselves? What did we mean when we said, "silence" and "audience" and "attention"? In working with others, or even thinking through art we'd seen, we employed language as an appeal to common understanding, of course, but what experiences formed the basis of this understanding? What would change if we articulated them?
Our intentions in these meetings were, at first, unclear; we imagined we might make a manual or workbook, maybe in the style of Tim Etchells's Certain Fragments and Matthew Goulish's 39 Microlectures. (Jonathan Burrow's A Choreographers Handbook was published just after we staged the first performance encyclopaedia in 2013.) Our first title was HOW TO WORK. We thought we should insist that we knew something about making performances, because, after all, perhaps we did? But not being entirely confident with this stance, we decided to rehearse it. Could we rehearse confidence in what we knew? Or rehearse to know?
Collaborative performance-making as we understood it required shared presence in time and space. This was the first agreement we made-to treat our writing as though it were only possible to do when we were in the room together. This was an occasionally frustrating condition, but a useful one. It made the act of writing the encyclopaedia both strange and familiar: strange, because we were writing through the urgency created by our limited work-hours in the studio and by the visibility and temporality of our thinking; and familiar, those limitations being the fundamental conditions of the rest of our work. The words were different because they were performing.
The first encyclopaedists in Europe were in the position of being able to read, so they believed, everything that had been published to date in print.
There is a difference between rehearsal and preparation. In this project, the difference hinges on reference materials. When we are writing, the only the only thing we can reference is ourselves, what we remember. In tracking and trying to encircle our language (what we use, change, discard), we have found, unsurprisingly, that stories about lived experience are the most robust and efficient means of communication. The efficiency has to do not only with the way knowledge is encoded but also with the way it's recalled, indexed, and interconnected.
A corollary effect of reading about artistic research: the importance of presentation (the completion of the project, the show, the public moment, etc., and, in the case of the encyclopaedia, publication) diminishes relative to the work of making, which is all important. Of course, it always was; but without Mika's writing, I'm not sure we would have had the courage to insist on taking the books away from the audience at the end of the show.
Appropriating the encyclopaedic form, the work wrestles with the contradictory goals of practical utility (how do we work?) and a "complete" knowledge (what do we need to work?).
What is the writing like? The closest thing in this essay to a good encyclopaedia article might be the section above about The Life of Galileo. It might come under the topic "Intention."
One thing that does seem clear, especially now, after writing this: under my own projections of grand narrative and Faustian pact, there was another offering inside the invitation of artistic research: simply, that it's a practice; that it's a thing to do for a long time, gradually supplanting the expectation of results for the broadening attention and curiosity. Hannah Hurtzig told me something about research once: it means I can work without knowing exactly what problem I am working on. 
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In the first performance, the end felt terrible. It was really violent, people said, and some were quite upset. "I haven't finished reading." Now when we perform, people are much more understanding. Sometimes if they really want to take one, we ask that they just think of it as a prop. It's gotten a lot easier, so I guess both we and our encyclopaedias have become better performers.
As regards the act of knowing, I still wonder, what's the difference between rehearsal and performance?
With thanks again to Ame, and to all the writer-performers who helped develop the score in the first iteration-Shannon Cochrane, Frank Cox-O'Connell, Sherri Hay, Erin Shields, Malcolm Sutton, and Jacob Zimmer-this is a list of principles that have helped us work:
We work only in the same place and time. Reading is as important as writing is as important as indexing. We write from experience and anecdote; no sources outside of ourselves are consulted while working on the encyclopaedia, and there are no appeals to authority outside of the group of assembled collaborators. The goal is not the definition of terms but the encirclement of topics. We aim for clarity and utility. We try to write what is needed, so we need to ask always, "What is needed?" We look to be surprised by close collaborators and familiar with relative strangers. We try to use the score and the precedents we establish in the writing to move forward and make decisions. By 2013 we could write: performance encyclopaedia is an iterative hybrid of writing and performance that considers reading as a convivial, political act of togetherness and, by extension, considers writing as an act that produces not objects but shared experiences in time.
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